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ABSTRACT 

 

Acquiring traditional photographic training data for the purposes of machine learning for object identification on the 

battlefield and training environments is a costly and time-consuming task. In this paper, we describe a framework and 

process for the rapid development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) object recognition models exclusively using synthetic 

training data, while automating capture and annotation from readily available 3-Dimensional (3D) models to provide 

rapid development of object detection algorithms. We also compare these results to traditional methods of training 

data acquisition and discuss methods showing promise for incremental improvements of model performance.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Several studies have shown the efficacy of leveraging 3D models for the purpose of object identification in AI training 

when utilized in conjunction with real life imagery. We expand upon these studies and venture into the possibilities 

of solely leveraging synthetic images generated from 3D models to train AI for object recognition on the battlefield. 

Successful object detection and classification using AI is highly dependent on the availability, quantity, and quality 

of training data (e.g., labeled images).  

 

Although large repositories of labeled images exist and continue to be generated for research purposes, most labeling 

is generalized to object types and not to the level of specificity that would produce useful object detection AI for 

battlefield applications. In practice, thousands of images of two similar, but distinct items of interest (e.g., M1 Abrams 

Tank vs. M2 Bradley IFV) are required to efficiently train an AI model to high level of confidence. Existing and useful 

real-world battlefield training imagery is scarce, and labeling is a time-intensive human-in-the-loop event. 

Furthermore, acquiring training imagery of adversarial objects presents an additional challenge. 

 

We explore the practicality of utilizing existing high-fidelity gaming objects and future digital twins for rapid, 

automated generation of high-volume AI training data for expedited deployment of AI powered applications to 

improve battlefield situational awareness.  

 

Problem Statement 

 

Potential use cases abound for the utilization of AI-enabled object detection and classification applications in military 

as well as operational environments. However, adequate quantities of military specific labeled images for AI training 

do not currently exist, are difficult to obtain, and are time consuming to label. Can 3D objects, which already exist, be 

utilized for the development of AI training data? Can the process of capturing and labeling be automated to speed-up 

Minimally Viable Product (MVP) development and reduce costs? Can acceptable performance be obtained when 

compared to traditional methods of acquiring AI training data?  

 

 

RELATED WORKS 

 

There have been numerous papers published regarding training object detectors purely on synthetic data. The 

commonality in these papers is the usage of Domain Randomization (DR). DR is a technique used to help bridge the 

gap between reality and synthetic data. Essentially, the process of DR involves generating a sufficiently large number 

of variations in the data, such that the real-world data is viewed simply as another domain variation. In their paper, 

(Jonathan Tremblay and Aayush Prakash, 2018) used this technique by generating synthetic datasets with randomizing 

object textures, numbers of objects, distractors (objects that are not of interest), positions, orientations, lighting types 

and positions, cameras, backgrounds, etc. These methodologies were expanded upon in the paper written by (P. S. 

Rajpura and H. Bojinov, 2017), which utilizes similar techniques but also discusses the idea of rendering datasets in 

distinct environments similar to those that one would encounter in the real world.  
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METHOD 

 

We acquired 3D models of two vehicles, a M1 Abrams, and a M2 Bradley, used 3DS Max software to manipulate the 

object geometry, and developed a 3D environment using Unity. FogBoxer, an internally developed Unity Add-On, 

automated the process of generating synthetic images with labeled object bounding boxes into the proper format for 

ingestion into the AI training. This produced training data with a variety of backgrounds, camera angles, weather 

conditions, and light conditions. We used this data to train AI Deep Neural Network (DNN) models. 

 

Method of Capture 

 

Mimicking the development of a typical 3D gaming object, we purchased 3D models of the vehicles from an online 

digital asset store. We measured the 3D models to verify their accuracy to the real vehicles. We performed any 

necessary geometry separations (segmenting geometry into multiple objects) and 3D rigging (making static geometry 

manipulatable). The 3D model assets were retextured using Adobe Photoshop to generate normal, bump, specular, 

and diffuse maps to improve their fidelity to their real-world counterparts. We used Unity to generate 3D 

environments, then imported the finished digital twins into the environment at real-world scale for a completed scene.  

 

Once the 3D scenes were set, the synthetic training data was automatically generated using FogBoxer. The training 

data consisted of rendered 640×360 resolution images and the associated label files. Label files were generated in 

KITTI format which included calculated truncation, observation angle, dimension 3D, location 3D, and yaw rotation. 

Training data sets of several hundred images were generated in a few seconds and sets of 100,000 took less than three 

hours on a laptop. 

 

Domain Randomization 

 

We created an automated scripted method of random data generation to obtain noise variance in the training images. 

This entailed randomized changes on every frame; background graphics, subject rotation, camera angles, subject 

position within the camera’s view frustum, distractors, and occluders around the subject. The goal of this approach 

was to obtain full coverage of the object while also providing a large variety of noise variance. Examples of these 

images are illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below.  

 

  

Figure 1. Example of DR of a M1 Abrams vehicle 

digital twin. 

Figure 2. Example of DR of a M2 Bradley vehicle 

digital twin. 

 

Building on the concept of DR, we came upon the theory of Structured Domain Randomization (SDR) (Aayush 

Prakash and Shaad Boochoon, 2020). The idea of providing a large variance in the synthesized image, however, in a 

controlled way. We applied algorithmic functions to camera positions along animation paths to introduce additional 

variance in captured images. 

 

DNN Architecture 
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By leveraging the power of transfer learning, we were able to repurpose pre-trained AI models for our problem 

statement, which greatly reduced training time to just a few hours per model providing for speedy testing of an MVP. 

 

For our experiments we utilized both the NVIDIA Transfer Learning Toolkit (TLT) 2.0, and the FAIR Detectron2 

object detector systems. Our AI pipeline was built on our NVIDIA DGX systems hardware within our on-premises 

lab. For more detail, see the Experimentation Hardware Utilized section below.  

 

Our experiments were trained in an iterative process across four different AI models, identified as follows: 

• NVIDIA TLT 2.0  

o RetinaNet with GoogLeNet Backbone 

o SSD with GoogLeNet Backbone 

 

• FAIR Detectron2 

o RetinaNet with ResNet 101 Backbone 

o Faster R-CNN with ResNet 101 Backbone 

 

NVIDIA’s TLT 2.0 is a toolkit that abstracts away all the AI and Deep Learning (DL) framework complexity and 

enables users to build production quality pre-trained models in record time. FAIR’s Detectron2 is a library that 

provides state-of-the-art detection and segmentation DL algorithms that allow the user to train models at a much faster 

rate than the original version of Detectron. For all models trained using NVIDIA’s TLT 2.0, we elected to use 

GoogLeNet pretrained on ImageNet as the feature extractor network. For all models trained using FAIR’s Detectron2, 

we elected to use ResNet101 pretrained on ImageNet as the feature extractor network. We trained all our experiments 

on the following three model architectures: RetinaNet, Faster R-CNN, and Single Shot Detector (SSD). 

We trained RetinaNet with both NVIDIA’s TLT 2.0, as well as FAIR’s Detectron2. RetinaNet is a one stage detector 

that uses a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) backbone on top of a feed forward feature extractor architecture. Attached 

to this backbone are two sub-networks, one used for classifying anchor boxes, and one for regressing from anchor 

boxes to ground truth object boxes. The uniqueness in RetinaNet over other object detector networks lies in the loss 

function. RetinaNet utilizes a unique loss function during the training process known as Focal Loss. In their paper 

(Tsung-Yi Lin and Priya Goyal, 2018), the authors explain that the use of this custom loss function allows the model 

to regulate the effect easily identifiable negative examples have on the overall cross entropy loss by down-weighting 

easier examples, which causes the model to focus training on more difficult examples.  

 

We trained Faster R-CNN with FAIR’s Detectron2. Faster R-CNN is a two-stage detector described in the paper by 

(Shaoqing Ren and Kaiming He, 2016) in the following manner: “The first stage, known as a Region Proposal Network 

(RPN), is a deep fully convolutional network responsible for proposing regions of interest along with their respective 

objectness score. The second stage takes these proposed regions, crops out features from them, and feeds them to the 

remainder of the feature extractor which outputs a probability density function over all object classes as well as a 

refined bounding box for each proposal.” 

 

We trained SSD with NVIDIA’s TLT 2.0. SSD, which is a one stage detector described by (Wei Liu and Dragomir 

Anguelov, 2016) as being based on a feed-forward CNN that produces a fixed-size collection of bounding boxes and 

scores. A non-maximum suppression step is then performed to produce the final detections. The earlier layers of the 

network are based on a standard CNN architecture. Auxiliary structures are then added to the network to produce the 

detections.  

 

Figure 3 below shows an example of our AI pipeline running on the NVIDIA DGX hardware. 
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Figure 3. Example of the AI Pipeline 

 

Experimentation Hardware Utilized 

 

We orchestrated a high-availability Kubernetes cluster with 11 nodes running on Rancher Kubernetes Engine (RKE). 

Our experimentation hardware consisted of two main GPU worker nodes for training and inference, an NVIDIA DGX-

1 server with eight Tesla V100s, and an NVIDIA DGX Station (utilized as a server, not a workstation) with four Tesla 

V100s. 

 

In addition to the two GPU worker nodes, we leveraged eight Ubuntu Server 18.04LTS CPU worker nodes, and two 

Network File Storage (NFS) nodes. Figure 4 bellow illustrates a high-level network map of our hardware and virtual 

machines utilized for this work.  

 

Our synthetic image production hardware consisted of custom-built workstations with NVIDIA RTX GPUs.  
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Figure 4. Diagram of Kubernetes Architecture Environment 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

To test our theory of whether AI can be exclusively trained with synthetic images for the purposes of object detection 

and classification of real-life objects, we solely trained AI DNN models with synthetic generated images captured 

from 3D objects. We created sets of 360 images at 640×360 px resolution for each object class, a total of 720 images 

of M1 Abrams and M2 Bradley vehicles combined. These images were accompanied by auto-generated label files.  

 

For our inference set, we manually labeled and annotated 154 real photographs with a total of 217 targets (82 M1 

Abrams and 135 M2 Bradley vehicles). This inference set was fed to the previously synthetically trained AI models, 

which resulted in AI predictions from photographs of real vehicles.  

 

For each prediction, we logged its outcome as a True Positive (TP) or False Positive (FP), and calculated the Average 

Precision (AP) for each object class. Utilizing these calculated AP values, we then derived the mean Average Precision 

(mAP) to use as our overall model performance metric. 

 

Object Detection and Classification 

 

We began our experiments by utilizing randomized digital twins of vehicles to train the AI models. Table 1 below 

illustrates a sample of our object detection and identification results from inference tests run using the same training 

dataset across four selected DNN models. The Intersection over Union (IOU) threshold describes the area of overlap 

between ground truth and predicted bounding box coordinates. Choosing 0.5 as our base IOU threshold states that any 

bounding boxes that have an overlap between ground truth and predictions of 50% or more are considered true 

positives.  

 

Table 1. Inference results of models trained with flat randomized images, with 0.5 IOU threshold, with all-

point interpolation. 
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Model Type 
Total 

Targets 
M1 M2 

Total 

TP 

Total 

FP 

Total 

Detections 
M1 AP M2 AP mAP 

Detectron2 RetinaNet 217 82 135 112 95 207 11.47% 52.91% 32.19% 

Detectron2 Faster R-

CNN 217 82 135 133 250 383 15.84% 50.21% 33.02% 

SSD GoogLeNET 217 82 135 15 254 269 0.38% 0.65% 0.52% 

RetinaNet GoogLeNet 217 82 135 11 102 113 0.10% 0.84% 0.47% 

 

We compared results between the four models and identified that the Faster R-CNN network utilising Detectron2, 

yielded higher percentage of AP and mAP values compared to the other three neural networks used.  

 

Upon further analysis of our data, we identified consistent mAP in the low 30 percentile. We questioned whether the 

nuances of how the synthetic images were captured had a material effect on the results of inference. If so, then our 

model performance and the structure within which our synthetic dataset is rendered would be expected to have some 

degree of correlation. 

 

Thus, we modified our dataset capture to include algorithmic functions around camera positions and introduced 

additional variance to image background capture. We trained the Faster R-CNN model with these modified datasets 

and after running inference tests we noticed that there was a significant improvement to the mAP metric compared to 

the previous runs. Table 2 illustrates inference test results using Detectron2 Faster R-CNN resulting in mAP in the 

high 30 to low 40 percentile range. 

 

Table 2. Breakdown of the highest performing experiments with an IOU threshold of 0.5, all point 

interpolation 

Dataset 

Description 

Dataset 

Size 

Total 

Targets 

M1 

Targets 

M2 

Targets 

IOU 

Threshold 

M1 AP M2 AP mAP 

rotation around 

object with fixed 

angles 

720 217 82 135 0.5 35.29% 47.61% 41.45% 

rotation around 

object with random 

angles 

720 217 82 135 0.5 15.84% 50.21% 33.02% 

multi-background, 

camera pattern 

720 217 82 135 0.5 18.80% 44.91% 31.86% 

multi-background, 

2X camera pattern 

1440 217 82 135 0.5 23.64% 43.22% 33.43% 

random background, 

2X camera pattern 

1440 217 82 135 0.05 40.31% 38.00% 39.15% 

 

 

FUTURE WORK 

 

Further experimentation is needed to add additional object classes and continue to study efficacy and confidence levels 

utilizing additional neural network types. Planned experimentation includes testing the limits of discrete variance 

identification in objects like those from additive crew served weapons. We will also work toward successful 

deployment of developed object detection algorithms on devices for practical application (e.g., live video feeds, aerial 

drone footage, Microsoft HoloLens, and mobile phones). (Aayush Prakash and Shaad Boochoon, 2020) describes the 

idea of structured domain randomization (SDR). They state that by utilizing SDR you are able to preserve the context 

of a scene which enables neural networks to learn to utilize context when detecting objects of interest.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

  

Our preliminary results indicate that solely using high fidelity digital twins for object detection and classification 

provides acceptable performance when compared to traditional methods of AI training. However, further research is 

needed as efficacy may vary based on use case scenario. Simply applying basic domain randomization may prove 

sufficiently effective for certain tasks. Other, more challenging tasks require more research into what types of 

structured or unstructured domain randomization techniques may prove most beneficial for a given use case. 

 

The automated process of capturing and labeling of synthetic data considerably speeds-up development of an MVP, 

and thus reduces costs. Traditional methods of capture and annotation are both expensive in time and labor. 

Additionally, manual annotation of images introduces the element of human error which results in less accurate and/or 

less consistent bounding box tightness compared to an automated approach.  
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